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in an increased volume of exports \ " There is an immense
and untouched gulf for the manufacturer. ... If the sub-
jects of England were under proper limitations to be allowed
a free trade to Bengal and Coromandel at least, all the
manufacturing towns in England could not supply one-half
of the demand " 2. As to the argument that individual
traders were easily discouraged by losses, whereas a joint
stock must still struggle on 3, it was answered that no other
sphere of trade had been ' starved or neglected ' 4. " The
merchants of England are an industrious people and lovers
of trade. They do not upon small—no, not upon great—
discouragements give it over " 5.
It was the peculiarity of certain branches of foreign trade The
that they could not be treated purely from an economic
standpoint. In addition to the question how the East India the East
trade could be ' most enlarged ', it was necessary to consider £J£
how it could be ' best preserved and protected '6; and the
Company was on more solid ground when it drew attention
to the fact that it encountered European competitors in
India, at whose hands it sustained many ' injuries and
indignities '7. " In the Indies ", wrote Davenant, " we have
powerful concurrents who in process of time may be able
to supplant us, against whom united wisdom, stock and
counsels are of absolute necessity " 8. The preservation of
the English interest in India was held to require a joint
stock ' exclusive to all others ', without which it would " fall
an irretrievable victim between the Dutch and French to the
irreparable loss of England " °. It was also urged that, in
the event of a dispute with the Indians, " the strength a
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